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This paper presents a technique by which solutions to reflexive domain equations can be found in a certain category of complete metric spaces. The objects in this category are the (non-empty) metric spaces
and the arrows consist of two maps: an isometric embedding and a non-distance-increasing left inverse
to it. The solution of the equation is constructed as a fixed point of a functor over this category associated with the equation. The fixed point obtained is the direct limit (colimit) of a convergent tower. This
construction works if the functor is contracting, which roughly amounts to the condition that it maps
every embedding to an even denser one. We also present two additional conditions, each of which is
sufficient to ensure that the functor has a unique fixed point (up to isomorphism). Finally, for a large
class of functors, including function space constructions, we show that these conditions are satisfied, so
that they are guaranteed to have a unique fixed point. The techniques we use are so reminiscent of
Banach's fixed-point theorem that we feel justified to speak of a category-theoretic version of it.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The framework of complete metric spaces has proved to be very useful for giving a denotational
semantics to programming languages, especially concurrent ones. For example, in the approach of
De Bakker and Zucker [BZ] a process is modelled as the element of a suitable metric space,
where the distance between two processes is defined in such a way that the smaller this distance
is, the longer it takes before the two processes show a different behaviour.
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In order to construct a suitable metric space in which processes are to reside, we must solve a

reflexive domain equation. For example, a simple language, where a process is a fixed sequence of
uninterpreted atomic actions, gives rise to the equation
P ~ {po}

U (A XP).

(Here U denotes the disjoint union operation.) In [BZ] an elementary technique was developed
to solve such equations. Roughly, this consisted of starting with a small metric space, enriching
it iteratively, and taking the metric completion of the union of all the obtained spaces.
In many cases this technique is sufficient to solve the equation at hand, but there are equations
for which it does not work: equations where the domain variable P occurs in the left-hand side of
a function space construction, e.g.,
P -

{po} U (P-'>P).

This kind of equation arises when the semantic description is based on continuations (see for
example [ABKR)). In this paper we present a technique by which these cases can also be solved,
at least when we restrict the function space at hand to the non-distance-increasing functions.
The structure of this report is as follows: In section 2 we list some mathematical preliminaries.
In section 3 we introduce our category e of complete metric spaces, we define the concepts of
converging tower and contracting functor. We show that a converging tower has a direct limit
and that a contracting functor preserves such a limit. Then we see how a contracting functor
gives rise to a converging tower and that the limit of this tower is a fixed point of the functor.
Section 4 presents two cases in which we can show that the fixed point we construct is the unique
fixed point (up to isomorphism) of the contracting functor at hand. One case arises when we
work in a base-point category: a category where every space has a specially designated basepoint and where every map preserves this base-point. The other case is where the functor is not
only contracting, but also horn-contracting: it is a contraction on every function space.
Finally, in section 5, we present a large class of functors (including most of the ones we are
interested in), for which we can show that each of them has a unique fixed point.
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2. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES

In this section we collect some definitions and properties concerning metric spaces, in order to
refresh the reader's memory or to introduce him to this subject.

2.1. Metric spaces

2.1 (Metric space)

DEFINITION

A metric space is a pair (M,d) with Ma non-empty set and d a mapping d:MXM--l>[O,l] (a

metric or distance), which satisfies the following properties:
(a) \fx,yeM[d(x,y)=O $? x =y]
(b) \fx,yeM[d(x,y)=d(y,x)]
(c) \fx,y,z eM [d(x,y)o;;;d(x,z)+d(z,y)].
We call (M,d) an ultra-metric space if the following stronger version of property (c) is satisfied:
(c') \fx,y,z eM [d(x,y)o;;;max{ d(x,z),d(z,y)}].
Note that we consider only metric spaces with bounded diameter: the distance between two
points never exceeds I.

Example
Let A be an arbitrary set. The discrete metric dA on A is defined as follows. Let x,y eA, then

o ifx=y

dA(x,y)

= {I

if x:;i!=y.

2.2
Let (M,d) be a metric space, let (xi)i be a sequence in M.
(a) We say that (x;); is a Cauchy sequence whenever we have:
\f(>O 3NeN 'r/n,m>N [d(xn,Xm)<(].
(b) Let x eM. We say that (x;); converges to x and call x the limit of (x;); whenever we have:
'r/(>0 3NeN 'rfn>N (d(x,xn)<(].
Such a sequence we call convergent. Notation: lim;_. 00 x; =x.
(c) The metric space (M,d) is called complete whenever each Cauchy sequence converges to an
element of M.
DEFINITION

DEFINITION

2.3

Let (M 1,d1),(M2,d2) be metric spaces.
(a) We say that (M i.d 1) and (M 2,d2) are isometric if there exists a bijection /:M 1--l>M2 such
that:
\fx,yeM1 [d2(f(x),/(y))=d1(x,y)]. We then write M1~M2. When/is not a bijection (but
only an injection), we call it an isometric embedding.
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(b) Let f:M 1-.Mi be a function. We call f continuous whenever for each sequence (x;); with
limit x in M 1 we have that lim;~ 00 f (x;)=f (x).
(c) Let A ;;;.o. With M 1~AM2 we denote the set of functions f from M 1 to M 2 that satisfy the
following property:
Vx,yEM1 [d2(f(x),f(y))~A·d1(x,y)].

Functions fin M1~ 1 M2 we call non-distance-increasing (NDI), functions fin M 1 ~·M2
with 0~£< I we call contracting.
PROPOSITION

2.4

(a) Let (M 1,d 1),(M2,d2) be metric spaces. For every A ;;;.o and f EM 1 ~AM2 we have:

f

is con-

tinuous.

(b) (Banach's fixed-point theorem)
Let (M,d) be a complete metric space and f :M ~Ma contracting function. Then there exists an
x EM such that the following holds:

(I) j(x)=x (x is a fixed point of j),
(2) Vy EM [f(y)=y ~ y =x] (x is unique),

(3) Vxo EM [limn-- 00 f<n>(xo)=xL where f<n + 1>(xo)= f(f<n>(xo)) and f< 0>(xo)=xo.
DEFINITION

2.5 (Closed subsets)

A subset X of a complete metric space (M,d) is called closed whenever each Cauchy sequence in
X converges to an element of X.
DEFINITION

2.6

Let (M,d),(M 1,d1), ... ,(Mn,dn) be metric spaces.
(a) With M 1 ~M2 we denote the set of all continuous functions from M 1 to M 2· We define a
metric dp on M1-.M2 as follows. For every /1,f2EM1~M2

For A;;;.Q the set M 1-.AM2 is a subset of M 1 ~M 2 , and a metric on M1~AM2 can be
obtained by taking the restriction of the corresponding dp.
(b) With M 1U · · · UMn we denote the disjoint union of M 1, ... ,Mn, which can be defined as
{l}XM1 U · · · U{n}XMn. We define a metric du on M1U · · · UMn as follows. For
every x,y EM.1 U · · · U Mn
_ {dj(x,y) if x,yELJ}XM1 , l~jE;;n
du(x,y) I
otherwise.

(c) We define a metric dp on M 1 X · · · XMn by the following clause.
For every (x1, ... ,xn), (y1, ... ,yn)EM1 X · · · XMn
dp((x1, ... ,Xn),(y1, ... ,yn))=max;{d;(x;,y;)}.
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(d) Let '3>c1(M)=def{XJXkMIX is closed and non-empty}. We define a metric dH on qfc1(M),
called the Hausdorff distance, as follows. For every X, Y E'3>c1(M)

dH(X, Y)=max{ SUPxex{d(x, Y)},supyeY{d(Y,X)} },
where d(x,Z)=definfzEz{d(x,z)} for every ZkM, xEM.
An equivalent definition would be to set Vr(X)

={y EM

J

3x EX [d (x,y )<r]}

for

r >0, X c M, and then to define
dH(X, Y)

PROPOSITION

= inf{r >0 I X C Vr( Y) /\ Y C Vr(X) }.

2.7

Let (M,d), (Mi.di), ... ,(Mn,dn), dF, du, dp and dH be as in definition 2.6 and suppose that
(M,d), (M1,d1), ... ,(Mn,dn) are complete. We have that
(a) (M 1-M2,dF ), (MI -AM 2,dF),
(b) (M1 U · · · UMn,du),
(c) (M1 X · · · XMn,dp),
(d) ('3>c1(M),dH)
are complete metric spaces. If (M,d) and (M;,d;) are all ultra-metric spaces these composed spaces
are again ultra-metric. (Strictly spoken, for the completeness of M 1-M 2 and M 1 -AM 2 we do not
need the completeness of M 1. The same holds for the ultra-metric property.)
If in the sequel we write M 1-M 2 , M1-AM2, M 1U · · · UMn, M1 X · · · XMn or qfc1(M), we
mean the metric space with the metric defined above.
The proofs of proposition 2.7 (a), (b) and (c) are straightforward. Part (d) is more involved. It

can be proved with the help of the following characterization of the completeness of (qfc1(M),dH ).
PROPOSITION

2.8

Let (qfc1(M),dH) be as in definition 2.6. Let (X;); be a Cauchy sequence in qfc1(M). We have:
lim; ..... 00 X;

= {lim;.....

00

x;Jx; EX;, (x;); a Cauchy sequence in M}.

Proofs of proposition 2.7(d) and 2.8 can be found in (for instance) [Du] and [En]. Proposition 2.8
is due to Hahn [Ha]. The proofs are also repeated in [BZ].
THEOREM

2.9 (Metric completion)

Let M be an arbitrary metric space. Then there exists a metric space M (called the completion of M)
together with an isometric embedding i :M -M such that:
(1) Mis complete
(2) For every complete metric space M' and isometric embedding j :M-M' there exists a unique
isometric embedding }:M-M' such that Joi= j.

--~---------------------

-----
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PROOF

The space M is constructe d by taking the set of all Cauchy sequences in M and dividing
it out by
the equivalence relation
defined by

=

(xn)n

(Yn)n

=def

limn__. 00 d(Xn,fn)=O.

The metric de on M is defined by

dc([(xn)J=,[(Yn)h:=J

=def

limn-.ood(xn,fn)

and the embedding i will map every x EM to the equivalence class of the sequence
of which all
elements are equal to x:

It is easy to show that M and i satisfy the above properties.

3. A CATEGORY OF COMPLETE METRIC SPACES

In this section we want to generalize the technique of solving reflexive domain equations
of De
Bakker and Zucker ([BZ]). We shall first give an example of their approach and then
explain how
it can be extended.
Consider a domain equation
P :::::: {po} U (A X P) ,

with A an arbitrary set. In [BZ] a complete metric space that satisfies this equation is
constructed
as follows. An increasing sequence A (O) <;;;;A (I) <;;;; • · • of metric spaces is defined by
(0) A (O)

= {p 0 }

,

do trivial ,

(n+I)A<n +I) ={po} U A X A(n),

dn+I (po, q)

= 1 if qEA(n+l ),

dn+1(<a 1,p1>, <a2,p2> )

q =/=-po,

1
= 112 · dn(p],
p2)

ifa1 =l=a2
if a 1

= a2.

Note that for every i ;;.Q, A (i) is a subspace of A (i +I). Their union is defined as
A*=

LJ

A(n),

n EN

and a domain A

00

is defined as the metric completion of this union:
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A 00 =A*.

It is then proved that A 00 satisfies the equation. (We observe that A* is isometric to the set of
all finite sequences of elements of A, while A 00 is isometric to the set of all finite and infinite
sequences, in both cases with a suitable metric.)
In order to extend this approach, we shall formulate a number of category-theoretic generalizations of some of the concepts used in the construction described above.

First we shall define a converging tower to be the counterpart of an increasing sequence of metric
spaces; then the construction of a direct limit of such a tower will be the generalization of the
metric completion of the union of such a sequence. Finally we shall give a generalized version of
Banach's fixed-point theorem.
For this purpose we define a category of complete metric spaces.

e

3.1 (Category of complete metric spaces)
Let denote the category that has complete metric spaces for its objects. The arrows t in CS are
defined as follows. Let M 1 ,M 2 be complete metric spaces. Then M 1-+' M 2 denotes a pair of
DEFINITION

e

i

maps M 1~M2, satisfying the following properties:
J

(a) i is an isometric embedding,
(b) j is non-distance-increasing (NDI),
(c) joi=idMi·
(We sometimes write <i,j > for i.) Composition of the arrows is defined in the obvious way.

REMARK
For the basic definitions from category theory we refer the reader to [ML].
We can consider M 1 as an approximation of M 2: in a sense the set M 2 contains more information than M 1 , because M 1 can be isometrically embedded into M 2. Elements in M 2 are approximated by elements in M 1. For an element m 2 EM 2 its (best) approximation in M 1 is given by
j(m2). (The reason why j should be NDI is, at this point, difficult to motivate.)
When we informally rephrase clause (c), it states that the approximation in M 1 of the embedding
of an element m 1 EM 1 into M 2 is again m 1· Or, in other words, that M 2 is a consistent extension of M1.

3.2
For every arrow M1-+'M 2 in <?with i=<i,j> we define

DEFINITION

8(t)

= dM 2 ~M 2 (i j,idM) ( =SUPm eM
0

2

2{

dM 2 (i 0j(m2),m2)}).
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This number plays an important role in our theory. It can be regarded as a measure of the quality with which M 2 is approximated by M 1: the smaller o(t), the denser M 1 is embedded into M 2.
We next try to formalize a generalization of increasing sequences of metric spaces by the following definition.
DEFINITION 3.3 (Converging tower)
(a) We call a sequence (Dn,tn)n of complete metric spaces and arrows a tower whenever we have
that

'Vn El\! [Dn---'>'" Dn + J E8 ].

(b) The sequence (Dn, Ln)n is called a converging tower when furthermore the following condition
is satisfied:
'V€>0 3NEl\I Vm>n~N [8(tnm)<<], where tnm = lm-1° · · · 0 tn: Dn~Dm.

EXAMPLE 3.4
A special case of a converging tower is a sequence (Dn,ln)n that satisfies the following conditions:
(a) 'Vn EN [Dn---'>'" Dn + 1E8],
(b) 3€ [0..;;;£<1 A \;/n EN [o(tn+I) ..;;,;€·8(tn)]].

€n
(Notethat8(inm)..;;;8(in)+ ·· · +8(tm-1)~~·8(io)+ ··· +~- 1 ·o(io)~ l-<·o(io).)

3.5
Let A (OJ sA (I) s · · · be the sequence of metric spaces defined at the beginning of this chapter.
We show how it can be transformed into a converging tower, by defining a sequence of arrows
(tn)n (with Ln = <in, Jn>) with induction on n:
EXAMPLE

(0) io(po)=po, Jo trivial,
(n + 1)in +I : A (n+l) ~ A(n+Z) , trivial (in+1(p) = p),
Jn+l ;A(n+2) ~A(n+l)'
Jn+i(po) =Po'
Jn+ I(<a, p >)

= <a, Jn(p )> for <a, p >

It is not difficult to see that we have obtained a tower

E

A (n +ZJ .
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which is converging.

3.1 The direct limit construction
In this subsection we show that in our category every converging tower has an initial cone. The
construction of such an initial cone for a given tower (the direct limit construction) generalizes the
technique of forming the metric completion of the union of an increasing sequence of metric
spaces.
Before we treat the inverse limit construction, we first give the definition of a cone and an initial
cone and then formulate a criterion for the initiality of a cone.

e

3.6 (Cone)
Let (Dn.Ln)n be a tower. Let D be a complete metric space and ('Yn)n a sequence of arrows. We
call (D,(yn)n) a cone for (Dn,tn)n whenever the following condition holds:
DEFINITION

VnEN [Dn~Y·DEG/\yn =rn+1°Lnl·
Ln

Dn -Dn+I

'YA * /"Yn +1
D
DEFINITION

3.7 (Initial cone)

A cone (D,('Yn)n) of a tower (Dnitn)n is called initial whenever for every other cone (D',(y~)n) of

(Dn,tn)n there exists a unique arrow
'v'n EN (t0 Yn

i:D~D'

in

esuch that:

= y~].

Yn/
D

*

"-...Y~

D'

3.8 (lnitiality lemma)
Let (Dn,Ln)n be a converging tower with a cone (D,(yn)n)· Let 'Yn =<cx.n,/3n>· We have:

LEMMA

PROOF
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Suppose limn_. 00 an°/3n=idn. Let (D', (y~)n), with y~=<a~, /3~>, be another cone for
(Dn, tn)n. We have to prove the existence of a unique arrow n_,,'D'E<2 such that

V'n EN [ t

0

Yn

= Y~].

First we construct an embedding i:D-D', then a projection j :D'--">D. Next, the arrow twill be
defined as i= <i, j>.
For every n EN we have

a~

o

/3n ED--">D'.

We show that (a~ 0/3n)n is a Cauchy sequence in D-'>D' and then use the completeness of this
function space to define i as the limit of that sequence.
Let m>n~O. We have

supxED{dn,(a~

0

/3m(x), a~

0

inm 0 }nm

0

/3m(x))}

[because a~ is isometric]

[ because /3m is surjective ]

SUPxEDm {dnm(x, inm 0 }nm(X))}

=

dnm-nJidnm, inm 0 }nm)) = 8(Lnm) ·

~

... -Dn -

... -Dm -

...

~()'/3m
)i a~

(
D'

Let £>0. Because (Dn, Ln)n is a converging tower there is an N EN such that
V'm>n~N

[ 8(tnm)<£].

Thus (a~ 0/3n)n is a Cauchy sequence. We define

We prove that i is isometric by showing:

, 1
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"'Ix, y ED [ dD' (i(x), i(y))

= dD(x, y)]

Let x, y ED, we have

=

dD•(i(x), i(Y))

dD•(limn_,. 00 a>.Bn(X), limn_,.ooa~ 0 ,8n(Y))
limn---oodD-(a~ 0,8n(X ), a~ 0,8n(y ))

=

=

[ because a~ is isometric]

limn-->oodD, <.Bn(X), (,Bn(Y ))
[ because an is isometric

=

l

limn-->oodD(an°.Bn(X), an°/3n(Y))

=

dD(limn-->ooan°.Bn(x), limn_,.ooan°.8n(y))

=

dD(X, y).
Thus i is isometric.
Similar to the definition of i we choose

We have that j is NDI, because, for x, y ED':

dD(j(x), j(Y)}

=

dD(limn-->ooan°,8~(x ), limn-> co an°,8~(y ))
limn-+oodD(an°,8~(x), an°/3~(y))
[ because an is isometric ]

limn-> co dD, (,B~(x ), (,8~(Y )) .;;;;
[ because /3~ is NDI ]

limn-->oodD'(x, y)

=

dD.(X, y).
We also show: j

j

o

0

i(x)

i=idD. Let xED, then

=

j(limn-. 00 a~

limn-+oo}

o

0

a~

/3n(X))
o

/3n(x)

=
=

=

=
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f3~

limn-.oolimm- -Hio<Xm 0

limn--.ooan ° f3~
[ because /3~

0

0

a~

0

a~

0

f3n(x) =

f3n(X)

0

a~ = idn,

Now we can define
l

= <i, j>

,

of which we have so far proved : D--"'D' E8.
Next we have to verify that i satisfies the condition
'v'mEN [ i 0 ym

= y~].

This amounts to
'v'm EN [ i

o a:m

= a~ /\ f3m

o

j = f3~ ] .

Let m ;;;. 0. We only prove the first part of the conjunction. We have
i

o O'm

= (limn--,oo a~

o

/3n)

o O:m

Finally we show that i is unique. Suppose D--'>"D', with i'=<i', j'>, is another arrow in 8, that
satisfies
'v'mEN [ i'

o

'Im= y~].

We only show that i' = i, leaving the proof of j' = j to the reader:
i' = i'

=

0

idn

lirnm--.oo i' o O'm o

= lirnm-->oo a~
=i.

o

f3m

f3m

i I
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Suppose now that (D, (yn)11 ) is an initial cone of the converging tower (Dn, Ln)n. We have to
prove that

By an argument similar to the proof for (a~
sequence. We define

D'

= {x I xED lf(x)=x

0

f3n)n above, we have that (an ° f3n)n is a Cauchy

}.

We set out to prove that D' = D.
The set D' is a closed subset of D, so it again constitutes a complete metric space. For each
nEN we have

because of the following argument. Let dEDn, then:
f(an(d))

=

an(d).

So f(an(d)) = an(d), and thus an(d) E D'.
Next we define, for each n EN:

/3~

= /3n1D'

(Pn restricted to D'),

It is clear that (D', (y~)n) is another cone for (Dn, Ln)n. Because (D, ('Yn)n) is initial, there exists a

unique arrow n~'' D' E8 with
'fin EN ( 11

° Yn

t1

= <i J, Ji>

such that

= 'Y~ ] ·

The set D' can also be embedded into D: let D'~ti. D, with

12

=<i 2 ,)2>, be defined by
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h

= i1.

Then D'-'>'2 D E8. For i2 is isometric,
h 0 i2 = idD'· Let dED'. Then

h

0

= h(d)
= i 1(d)
= [ because d

i2(d)

h

is NDI and the following argument shows that

=d ;
in other words, (limn-+ooO'.n ° /3n)(d) = d ]

(i I

0

E

D', we have j(d)

(limn-+oo O'.n

= limn-+oo(iJ

° f3n))(d)

0'.n °/3n)(d)

0

= limn-+oo(O'.~ /3n)(d)
0

= limn-+oo(O'.n ° /3n){d) = d .
'

~,i2

~j2

Now we are able to define D-'>' D by
L

= L2 o Lj

It is easy to verify that
'Vn EN ( t

0

Yn = Yn ] ·

By the initiality of D we have that

Thus i 2 ° i1
Conclusion:

= idD. This implies D = D'.

D
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The initiality lemma will appear to be very useful in the sequel, where we shall construct a cone
for an arbitrary converging tower and prove that it is initial.
DEFINITION 3.9 (Direct limit construction)
Let (Dn,tn)n, with tn =<in,)n>, be a converging tower. The direct limit of (Dn,tn)n is a cone
(D,(yn)n), with Yn <an,/3n >, that is defined as follows:

=

D

=def {(xn)ni'v'n ;;a.O(xn

is

equipped with a metric
d((xn)n,(yn)n)= Sup{ dD, (Xn,Jn) };

EDn l\)n(Xn + i) = Xn]}

d:DXD4[0,l]

such

that

for

all

(xn)n,(Yn)nED:

an:Dn4D is defined by an(x)=(xk)k. where
)kn(x) if k <n

Xk

LEMMA

=

!

if k =n
ink(x) if k >n;

X

3.10

Let (D,d) be as defined above. We have:

(D,d) is a complete metric space.
PROOF

Let (xn)n, (yn)n ED. Let m >n ;;;.o, then

,;;;; [ because )nm is NDI ]

Thus (dD, (xn, Yn))n is an increasing sequence. It is bounded by 1, thus its supremum exists, and
is equal to the limit. It is not difficult to show that dis a metric.
We shall prove the completeness of D with respect to this metric.

x; =(xb, x\,

Let (X;);, with

xL ... ) be a Cauchy sequence in D. Because for all k and for all n and m:

= d (xn, xm)
and (X;); is a Cauchy sequence, we have, for all k EN, that (x}c); is a Cauchy sequence in Dk. For
every k we set
Xk

= llni-+ooXk .
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We have )k(xk + i)=xb since
}k(Xk+ 1)

= }k(lim;-.oo xl + 1)
= lim; .... co}k(4 + 1 )

Thus (xk)k is an element of D.
Because the convergence of the sequences (xl); fork EN was uniform, we have
V'f.>0 3N EN \ik EN \in >N [ dDk (xZ, Xk)<f.

J.

This fact implies that (xk)k is the limit of Ci);, since, for f.>0,
d((Xk)b Xn) = SUpkEN{dDk(Xk, X~)}

for n bigger than a suitable N.
RELATION BETWEEN THE DIRECT LIMIT CONSTRUCTION AND METRIC COMPLETION

We can look upon the construction of the direct limit for a tower (Dn,in)n as a generalization of
taking the metric completion of the union of a sequence of metric spaces. We define

Do
D~ +1

{O}XDo
{n

+ l} X(Dn +1 \in(Dn))

U D~,

and take ln:Dn-7D~ as follows:
lo(d)

= <0,d >

ford EDo,

ln(d')

ln+i(d)

= { <n+l,d>

ifd=in(d')ED n+l withd'EDn
ifdflin(Dn).

Because each in is an injection, this construction works, and we see that each ln is a bijection.
Therefore, we can use Un )n in the obvious way to define a metric Jn on each D~ and suitable
i~:D~~D~+l andj~:D~ +l ~n~.
Now we have an isomorphic copy of our original tower, which satisfies the condition that each
i~ :D~~D~ + 1 is a subset embedding. From now on we leave out the primes, and just suppose
that in :Dn-7Dn + 1 satisfies this condition.
If we define U as the union of (Dn)n, and d: UX u~[O, l] by
d(x,y) = dDk (x,y ),

whenever xEDn,yEDm and

k~m,n,

we have that (U,d) is a metric space. Generally, it will not
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be complete. The direct limit of (Dn,in)n can be regarded as the completion of ( U,d) in the following sense.
In U we consider only such sequences (xn)n, for which:
(l)

and
(2)

It follows that (xn)n is a Cauchy sequence. Form >n we have

This number is small for large n and m, because (Dn,in)n is a converging tower.
For every (xn)n and (yn)n in U, that both satisfy (1) and (2), we have:
if limn_,oodD.(Xn,Yn) = 0, then (xn)n = (yn)n,
because of:

(expressing that (dDJxn,Yn))n is a monotonic, non-decreasing sequence with limit 0, so all its elements are 0).
Of course it is not the case that every Cauchy sequence satisfies (1) and (2), but we can find in
each class of Cauchy sequences that will have the same limit a representative sequence, which
satisfies (1) and (2), and which by the above is unique. Let (xn)n be an arbitrary Cauchy sequence
in U. As a representative of the class of Cauchy sequences with the same limit as (xn)n, we take
the sequence (yn)n, defined by

with
Xm

x;!,

= {}nk(xm)

if Xm EDn
if Xm t!:.Dn, and k >n is the least number with Xm EDk

(Remember that k >n=*Dk ::J Dn)· It is not very difficult to show, that we have indeed:
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and that (yn)n satisfies (I) and (2). Finally we remark that the direct limit D of (Dn,tn)n
consists
of exactly those sequences in U, that satisfy ( l) and (2), and thus can be viewed as the
metric
completion of (U,d).
Remember from theorem 2.9 that the metric completion M of a metric space M is the
smallest
complete metric space, into which M can be isometrically embedded, in the following sense:
M
can be isometrically embedded into every other complete metric space with that property.
For the direct limit of a converging tower, we have a similar initiality property:
LEMMA

3.11

The direct limit of a converging tower (as defined in definition 3.9) is an initial cone for
that tower.
PROOF

Let (Dn, tn)n and (D, (Yn)n) be as defined in definition 3.9. According to the initiality
lemma
(3.9), it suffices to prove

which is equivalent to

Let t:>O. Because (Dn, tn)n is a converging tower, we can choose N EN such that
'r;fm>n~N

[ d(inm

0

}nm• idnJ<f. ].

Let n>N. Let (xm)mED, we define

For every m >n we have

<E.
Therefore

Because (xn)n ED was arbitrary, we have
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for all n>N.

3.2 A fixed-point theorem
As a category-theoretic equivalent of a contracting function on a metric space, we have the following notion of a contracting functor on 8.
DEFINITION 3.12 (Contracting functor)
We call a functor F:8->12 contracting whenever the following holds: there exists an
0,,;;;£<1, such that for all D~'EEl2we have:

£,

with

o(Ft),,,;;; £·o(t).

A contracting function on a complete metric space is continuous, so it preserves Cauchy
sequences and their limits. Similarly, a contracting functor preserves converging towers and their
initial cones:

3.13
Let F:8->8 be a contracting functor, let (Dn,tn)n be a converging tower with an initial cone
LEMMA

(D,(Yn)n). Then (FDn,Ftn)n is again a converging tower with (FD,(FYn)n) as an initial cone.

The proof, which may use the initiality lemma, is left to the reader.
THEOREM

3.14 (Fixed-point theorem)

Let F be a contracting functor F:~e and let Do~'-0 FDo Ei2. Let the tower (Dn,tn)n be defined by
Dn + 1 =FDn and Ln + 1 =Ftn for all n :;;;.Q. This tower is converging, so it has a direct limit (D, (Yn)n).
We have: D~FD.
PROOF

First we observe that (Dn, tn)n can be proved to be a converging tower in the same way as in
example 3.4. Because F preserves converging towers and their initial cones, (FDn, Ftn)n is again
a converging tower with (FD, (Fyn)n) as an initial cone. We have that

so (FDn,Ftn)n has the same direct limit (up to isometry) as (Dn, tn)n. This implies that (D, (Yn)n)
and (FD, (Fyn)n) are both initial cones of (Dn + 1, tn + 1)n. It follows from the definition of an initial cone that D and FD are isometric.
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Dn+1=FDn
Yn+1/
'VYn
D _______,., FD

REMARK

It is always possible to find an arrow Do~"'FDoEi3: Take D 0 ={p 0 }; because FDo is nonernpty we can choose an arbitrary PI EFDo, and put io=<io,Jo> with i(po)=p 1 andj(x)=po ,
for xEFDo.

4.

UNIQUENESS OF FIXED POINTS

We know that a contracting function f :M ~M, on a complete metric space M, has a unique fixed
point. We would like to prove a similar property for contracting functors on e.
Let us consider a contracting functor F on the category of complete metric spaces e. By theorem
3.14 we know that F has a fixed point, that is there exists D Ei3 and an isometry K such that
K

D~FD.

Suppose we have another fixed point D' with an isometry ;\, such that
A
D'~FD'.

We know by the construction of D that it is the direct limit of the converging tower (Dn,Ln)n,
where Do~"' FDo E2 is a given embedding and Dn +I =FDn, 'n +I =Fin.
If we have that D' is also (the endpoint of) a cone for that tower, the initiality of D implies that
there exists an isometric embedding D~' D' Ei3. If we moreover can demonstrate that this 1 is an
isometry, then we can conclude that the functor F has a unique fixed point, which would be quite
satisfactory.
A proof for L being an isometry might look like:
0(1) = (?) o(Fi)
~€

0

0(1),

implying (once the question-mark has been eliminated) that o(t)=O, thus 1 is an isometry.
It turns out that we can guarantee that the second fixed point D' is also a cone for the converging tower (Dn,Ln)n in one of two ways. Firstly, we can restrict our functor F to the base-point
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category of complete metric spaces (to be defined in a moment). Secondly, we can require F to
be contracting in yet another sense, to be called horn-contracting below.
We shall proceed in both directions, first exploring the unicity of fixed points of contracting functors on the base-point category, then focusing on functors on that are contracting and homcontracting.
In both cases it appears to be possible to prove the equality marked by (?) above. Unfortunately
(for good mathematicians, who are said to be lazy), this takes some serious effort, to which the
proof of the following theorem bears witness.
First we give the definition of the base-point category:

e

4.1 (Base-point category of complete metric spaces)
Let I! denote the base-point category of complete metric spaces, which has triples

DEFINITION

<M,d,rn>
for its objects. Here (M,d) is a complete metric space and m is an arbitrary element of M, called
the base-point of M. The arrows in I! are as in (see definition 3.1 ), but for the constraint that
they map base-points onto base-points, i.e. for <M,d,m>-'><i,J><M',d',m'>EI! we also
require that i(rn)=m', andj(m')=m.

e

REMARK
The definitions of cone, functor etcetera can be adapted straightforwardly. Moreover, lemmas
3.8, 3.11, 3.13 and theorem 3.14 still hold.
4.2 (Uniqueness of fixed points)
Let F be a contracting functor F: I! -c,I!. Then F has a unique fixed point up to isometry, that is to
say: there exists a D El! such that

THEOREM

(I) FD

~

D, and

(2) 'VD' El! [FD' ~ D' ==:- D:::: D'].

PROOF

We define a converging tower (Dn, tn)n by
Do= <{po}, d{p 0 ),po>,

Dn+I =FDnforalln;;;oO,

tn + 1

= Ftn

for all n ;;;.o .

Let (D, (Yn)n) be the direct limit of this tower. As in theorem 3.14, we have that both (D, (Yn)n)
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and (FD, (Fyn)n) are initial cones of (Dn, tn)n. The initiality of (Dn, (Yn)n) implies the existence
of a unique arrow D_,,K FD, such that for n ;;;.o,

YnV

*

D

FD

"
FIGURE l

Because also (FD, (Fyn))n is initial, we know that" must be isometric.
;>..

Now let D'Er? be another fixed point of F, say D'....,,FD' for an isometry A. We define <Yn)n such

""'

that (D', <Yn)n) is a cone for (Dn, tn)n :

Yo : Do-'>D' is the unique arrow, which maps base-point to base-point,
Yn+I

= ;x_-l

° Fyn.

We have that (D', CYn)n) is indeed a cone for (Dn, tn)n because of the commutativity of the following diagram, for all n E 1\1 :

Dn

Y, j
D'

Ln

*
-E;x_-1

-=-F"Dn = Dn +I

jFY,
FD'

We prove it by induction on n :
Because the arrows in <? map base-points onto base-points, we have that
and (ro) 1(po) are both equal to the base-point of D', and for any
10
xED', that (:\- FYo 0 ioh(x)= 60)2(x)=po.
Note that this is the only place, where we make use of the base-point structure of <?.
(n + 1) Suppose that we have;\ -I °Fyn°tn =yn . Then
(0)

(;\ - 1°Fyo 0 to) 1 (po)
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=A-I

a

F:Yn

= 'Yn+I •
Again by the initiality of (D, (Yn)n) there is a unique arrow D....:,' D' such that, for all n EN :

y

*

D

------->

D'

L

FIGURE

2

As indicated above, we now set out to prove that i is an isometry. When we apply F to figure 2,
we get

FDn
Fy
FD

*
Fi

~n
FD'

which leads to:

Dn+I

~+I

Fy
FD

*

~

D'

~
PD'

(because Yn + 1 =A. -I o Fy11 ,
corresponding arrow:

SO

F:Yn=A.

0

'Yn+J), or, replacing A by A-

1

and reversing the
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Fyn
Ft
ft.-I
Dn+1- FD -FD' D'

*
Yn +I
Substituting

K

0

Yn + 1 for Fyn (figure 1) yields:
Dn/;..:!:.1 D

~FD

Ft FD}l.-I D'

~
or: (ft. -I ° Ft ° K) 0 Yn+1=.Yn+1 (this equality also holds for
2, t is the only arrow with: 'fin EN [t 0 Yn Ynl· Thus

=

= A-I

t

0

Ft

0

Yo and .Yo). But according to figure

K'

or, in other words:

K

D

FD

*
D'

This commutativity, together with the fact that

B(t)

FD'

K

and A are isometries implies:

= B(Ft) .

(For the definition of 8 see definition 3.2.)
Now the proof can be concluded, following the train of thought indicated above:

B(t)

= B(Ft)
.;;;; £ ·

B(t),

for some O.;;;;£< 1, since Fis a contraction. This implies

B(t)
SO

(if

t

= 0,

= <i, j>)
i j = idD'.
0

At last we can draw the desired conclusion:
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'
D-D'.

e

Now we return again to our original category of complete metric spaces and provide for, as
promised above, another criterion for functors on e, that, together with contractivity, will appear
to be sufficient to ensure uniqueness of their fixed points.
4.3 (Hom-contractivity)
We call a functor F :~e hom-contracting, whenever
DEFINITION

where

P-2Q = {t Ii:P-Q Ii is an arrow in e}, FP,Q(L) =Fi.

REMARKS

e

Because arrows in are pairs, we have on P- 2 Q the standard metric for the Cartesian product.
So let Li, i2:P-Q, i1 = <i1,}i >and i 2 = <i2,}2>. Then their distance is defined by

It is not the case that every horn-contracting functor is also contracting, which follows from the
following example.
Let A {O} and B = {1,2} be discrete metric spaces. We define a functor F :~e as follows. For
every complete metric space P Ee let

=

_ {A if Pcontains exactly 1 element

FP -

B otherwise.

For i:P-Q we define Fi:

IA if FP =FQ =A
Fi= { IB if FP =FQ =B
'-0 if FP =A and FQ =B,
where 1-0=<io,jo>, with io:Oi-+l, jo:l,2i-+O. Note that there is no i:P-Q if FP=B and
FQ =A. It is not difficult to verify that Fis a functor, which is horn-contracting. The following
argument shows that it is not contracting. Let C = {3,4} with d(3,4)=+, and let ic:A-c, with

ic=<k,l> be defined by k:Oi-+3 and /:3,4i-+O. Then we have 8(ic)=t, but Fic:FA-FC is
l{):A-B (as defined above), for which 8(1-0)= 1.
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4.4
Let F be a contracting and horn-contracting functor F:~<?. Then F has a unique fixed point up to
isometry, that is to say: there exists a D E (? such that
THEOREM

(1) FD

~D

and

(2) VD' Ee* [FD' - D' => D::::::: D'].

PROOF

The proof of this theorem differs from that of theorem 4.2 only in the definition of Yo· There we
could take for Yo the trivial embedding of Do into D', mapping p 0 onto the base-point of D'.
Here we have no base-points. But we can use the fact that Fis horn-contracting by taking for Yo
the unique fixed point of the function G :(Do__,e D')-'>(D 0 __,eD'), that we define by:
G{Y) =A - I °Fy 0 4J, for yE(Do__,e D'). (Note that G is contracting because Fis horn-contracting.)
It follows that Yo, thus defined, satisfies A- 1°Fy0 °1Q = Yo, which serves our purposes.

5. A

CLASS OF DOMAIN EQUATIONS WITH UNIQUE SOLUTIONS

e

In this section we present a class of domain equations over the category that have unique solutions. For this purpose we first define a set Fune of functors on e and formulate a condition for
its elements that implies contractivity and hom-contractivity. It then follows that every domain
equation over induced by a functor that satisfies this condition, has a unique solution.

e

5.1 (Functors)
The set Fune, with typical elements F, is defined by:
DEFINITION

F::= FMI id'I F1-'>Fil F1-'> 1F2I F1UF2I F1XF2l 0'c1(F)I F1°F2

where M is an arbitrary complete metric space and i>O. Every F EFunc is to be interpreted as a
functor

as follows. Let (P,dp), (Q,dQ)E(?be complete metric spaces. Let P-'>'QE(?, with t=<i,j>. For
the definition of each FEFunc we have to specify:
(1) the image of P under F: FP,
(2) the image of d under F: Fd,
(3) the image of i under F: Fi(= <Fi,Fj > ).
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(1)

FP

(2) Fd

= M,
= dM (the metric of M),

We sometimes use just a set A instead of a metric space M. In this case we provide A with the
discrete metric (definition 2.1 ).
(b) F=id(:
(1) FP

= P,

(2)

Fd

=ed

(3)

Ft=

(Fd(x,y)=£·d(x,y), for x, y EP),

i.

Next we define functors that are composed. Let F 1, F 2 E Fune, such that
(1)
(2)
(3)

= P1, F2P = P2, F1Q = Q1, F2Q = Q2,
F1d =di. F2d = d2,
Fit= <ii.}1 >, F2t = <i2,Ji>.
F1P

(c) F=F1~F2:

= P1~P2,
Fd = dF (see definition 2.6(a)),

(1) FP
(2)

{3) Ft= <"A/-(i20/o}J), A.g·(jiogoi1)>.
(F =F1 ~ 1 F2 is defined similarly.)

(d) F=F1UF2:
(1)

FP

= P1 UP2,

(2) Fd =du (see definition 2.6(b)),
(3)

Fi= <'Ap· ifpe{O}XP1 then i1((ph) else i2((ph) fi,

A.q· if qe{O}XQ1 then}!((q)i) else}2((q)2) fi>.
(e) F=F1 XF2:
(1)

FP

= P1 XP2,

(2)

Fd

=dp (see definition 2.6(c)),

(3)

Fi= <"A<pi,p2>·<i1(p1).ii(p2)>,A.<q1,q2>·<}!(q1),}2(q2)>>.
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(f) F='5'c1(F1):

(g) F

(1)

FP = '5'c1(P i),

(2)

Fd = dH (see definition 2.6(d)),

(3)

Ft= <A.X·{i1(x)lxE X}).Y·closureU 1(y)iyEY}>.

=F 1°F 2: the usual composition of functors on e.

REMARK
The set Fune contains elements of various form. We give an example. Let F 1 , F 2 EFune. The
following functor is an element of the set Fune, as can be deduced from its definition.
1

F 1 ~Ap 2 =defidAo(F 1 ~ 1 (idA 0F2)), for A >0.
LEMMA 5.2
For all F EFunc we have: F is a well defined functor on ('.;

PROOF

We treat only one case by way of example, being (lazy and) confident that it shows the reader
how to proceed in the other cases.
Let F = F 1 ~ 1 F 2 , and suppose F 1 and F 2 are well defined. Let (P,dp),(Q,dQ) and P~'QEe,
with t = <i,j>; furthermore, let fork
1,2:

=

The functor F is defined by
(1) FP = P1 ~ 1 P2,

(2) Fdp = dF,
(3) Fi

= <Fi,Fj> = <A.f(i20Joj1),Ag·(j2°goi1)>.
P1~1P2

p

l1

j

F,:~F,

AJ·(;,ojo}t)=Fi

lI

Fj=Ag·U2°g 0 i 1)

Q
Q1~ 1 Q2
It follows from proposition 2.7, that (P 1~ 1 P 2 ,dF) is a complete metric space, which leaves us to
prove:
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(a) Fi is isometric,
(b) Fj is NDI and
(c) Fj 0 Fi

= idpp.

Part (a): Let/1,J2EP 1_,,, 1P2. We want to show

We have
supqEQi {dQ 2 (i2°/1°)J(q), i2°/2°}I(q))} =[because ii is isometric]
supqEQ 1 { dp, (/1°) I(q),/2 °} I (q))}
= [because j

1

is surjective]

LetpEP 1 ; we have:

.;;;; U2

is NDI]

dQ 2 (g I 0 i I (p ),g2°i I (p ))
,.:;; dpQ(g1,g2).

= f.

DEFINITION 5.3 (Contraction coefficient)

For each FEFunc we define its so-called contraction coefficient (notation: c(F), with
c (F) E [O, oo ]), using induction on the complexity of the structure of F.

(a) If F=FM, then c(F)=O.

(b) If F=id<, then c(F)=f.
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Let F1, F2 EFunc, with coefficients c(F1) and c(F 2). Then we set:
(c) If F =F1 ....,F2, then c(F)=max{ oo·c(F1), c(F2)}.

(d) If F=F1...., 1F2, then c(F)=c(F1)+c(F2).
(If we would restrict ourselves to ultra-metric spaces, we could write max{c(F 1),c(F2 )} here.)

(e) If F=F1 UF2, then c(F)=max{c(F1),c(F2)}.

(j) If F=F1 XF2, then c(F)=max{c(F1),c(F2)}.
(g) If F=~c1(F1), then c(F)=c(F1).
(h) If F=F1°F2, then c(F)=c(F1)·c(F2).

(With oo we compute as follows: oo·O = O·oo = 0, oo·c = c·oo = oo, if c >0.)
THEOREM

5.4

For every functor FE Fune we have
(1) 'VP....,'Q E8 [S(Fi):e;;;c(F)·S(t)],
(2) 'VP,QE8 (Fp,Q:(P....,eQ)_.,c(F)(FP....,eFQ)].

PROOF

Let P,QE<3, t,t'EP....,eQ, with t = <i,j>,t' = <i',j'>.
Case (a) F = FM:
Part (al)

S(Ft)

= dFQ-+FQ(Fi°Fj,idM)

= dFQ-+FQ(idM idM,idM)
= 0 = c(F)·S(t).
0

part (a2)

dpp_.eFQ(Ft,Ft')

= dM .....eM(id,id) = 0 = c(F)·dp ....eQ(t,L').

Case (b) F = id(:

part (bl)
S(Ft)

= dFQ-+FQ(Fi°Fj,idFQ)
= SUPqeQ{dFQ(i j(q),q)}
0

= SUPqeQ{f·dQ(ioj(q),q)}
= £·8(t)
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== c(F)·o(i).
Part (b2)

Now let F 1,F 2 E Fune and suppose the theorem holds for these functors. For k
the following notation:

Fkt

'
lk ' FkP

Fki

lk' Fkt'
ik' Fki'

ik '

Fk}

== }k' Fk}'

}k'

= h,

FkQ == Qk ,

'

'

We only treat the cases that F == F 1 ~ 1 F2 and F = F1 XF2.
Case(d)F
F1_, 1F2:
Part (di)

=

= SUPgEFQ {dpQ(i 2o}2 ogoi 1oj 1,g) }.
LetgEFQ=Q1_, 1Q2. Forq1EQ1 we have

dQ, (g 0 i I 0 j J(q I ),g(q1 )).

(This "+"could be replaced by "max" in the case of ultra-metric spaces.)
For the first term we have

dQ,(i2 °}2°g 0 i J0}I (q I ),g 0 i I 0} I (qi)) ,.;;,; SUpq EQ 2 { dQ, (iz 0}2(qz),q2)}

= 8(F2i).
For the second
dQ 2 (g 0 i1°J1(q1),g(q1)),.;;,; [becausegEQ1_, 1Q2]

dQ 1 (i I 0}1 (q I ), q i)

= 8(F1t).
We see

,.;;,; [induction]

(c(F 1) +c(F 2))-8(t)

= 1, 2 we

use
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= c(F)·S(i).
Part (d2)

= max{ dFP-+FQ(Fi,Fi'),dpQ_,.pp(Fj,Fj') }.

dpp ....eFQ(Fi,Fi')

For the first component, we have
dFP-+FQ(Fi,Fi')

= SUPJeFP,qeQ

1{

dQ 2 (Fi(j)(q),Fi'(j)(q)) }.

LetfEFP,qEQ1. Then
dQ 2(Fi(j)(q),Fi'(j)(q))

= dQ
E;;

2

(i1°Joj I{q),(2 ojo/I {q))

dQ 2(i10J0Jr (q),(1 ojoJr (q))

,,;:;; dp2-+Q2(i2J2)

+ dQ 2(il ojoJr (q),{2 oJoj1(q))

dQ 2Ul 0f 0J1(q)./1°f0/1(q))

+

..;;; [because i2 is isometric ,fEP 1- 1P 2 ]
dp2....,.Q2U1,i2)

+ dQ

1.....

p 1 (J1,/1).

(Again, in the case of ultra-metric spaces, we would have "max" here.)
Likewise, we have for the second component
dFQ->FQ(Fj,Fj'),,;:;; dp 1.... Q,(i1/1)

+ dQ 2"'p

2

(J2,J2).

Together this implies

,,;:;; [induction]
(c (FI) +c (F 1))·dp_,.eQ(L, i')

= c(F)·dp_.eQ(i,i').
Case (f) F
Part (fl)

= F1 XF2:
S(Fi)

= dFQ-+FQ(Fi°Fj,idpQ)
= SUPijeFQ{dFQ(Fi°Fj@,q)}

= SUP<q ,q >eFQ{ dpQ( <i I
1

= sup<q"q

2

2

0}

1(q1),i2°}2(q2)>, <q1 ,q2 >)}

>eFQ {max{ dQ, (i 1°j 1(qi),q1),dQ 2 (i2°}2(q2),q2)}

= max{ supq, eQ dQ, (i 1°}r (q I ),q J)},supq eQ
= max{8(F1i),8(F2i)}
1{

2

2

{dQ 2 (i2°}2(q2),q2)}}
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..;; [induction]
(c(F1 )+c(F2))·8(1)

= c(F)-8(1).
Part (f2)
dpp_.epQ(Fi,Fi')

= SUPpepp{dpQ(Fi(j),Fi'(ji))}
= SUP<p1>p >eFP{dFQ( <i 1(p1),i2(p1)>, <i'1 (p2)J2(p2)> )}
= max{ supp eP {dQ (iJ(p1),ij (p i))},supp eP dQ (i2(p2)J2 (p2))}}
= max{dp _.Q (i1/1 ),dp .....,Q (i2J2)}.
2

1

1

1

1

2

1

2

2{

2

Similarly, we have
dpQ_.,pp(Fj,Fj')

= max{dQ _.p (j1,jJ ),dQ _.p (j2,/2)}.
1

1

2

2

Thus we obtain
dpp_.eFQ(Fi,Ft')

= max{ dp _.eQ (F 11,F1 i'),dQ ....,ep (F2t,F2t')}
1

1

2

2

..;; [induction]
max{c(F1),c(F2)}·dp...,.eQ(t,t')

= c(F)'dp--.eQ(t,t')·
COROLLARY 5.5
For every FEFunc, with Oo;;;;c(F)< 1, we have

(1) F is a contracting functor, and

(2) Fis a horn-contracting functor.

5.6
Every reflexive domain equation over 8 of the form
COROLLARY

P :::FP,
for which FEFunc and c(F)< 1, has a unique solution (up to isomorphism).

2
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6.

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a technique for constructing fixed points of certain functors over a category of
complete metric spaces. This enables us to solve the reflexive domain equations associated with
these functors. The technique is an adaptation of the limit construction that was first used in the
context of certain partial orders (continuous lattices, complete lattices, complete partial orders).
Nevertheless, we have encountered some nice metric phenomena in our metric framework. To
begin with, the concept of a converging tower is an analogue to the concept of a Cauchy
sequence in a complete metric space, and indeed, both have a limit. Furthermore, a contracting
functor on our category of metric spaces is a concept analogous to that of a contracting function
on a complete metric space, and both are guaranteed to have a fixed point. If we strengthen our
requirements on the functor to include hom-contractivity (also analogous to contractivity of a
function), we even know that the fixed point is unique (as is the case with a contracting function).
Therefore the whole situation looks very much like Banach's theorem in a category-theoretic disguise.
A few questions remain open, however. We are still looking for a functor that is contracting but
not horn-contracting, or even better for a functor that is contracting but has several nonisomorphic fixed points. Another point is what can be said about functors where the argument
occurs at the left hand side of a general function space construction (all continuous functions, not
just the NDI ones).
In any case, the class of functors (and, thus, domain equations) that we can handle is large
enough, so that our technique is a useful tool in the construction of domains for the denotational
semantics of concurrent programming languages.
RELATED WORK

The subject of solving reflexive domain equations is not new. Various solutions of the kind of
equations mentioned above already exist. We shall not try to give an extensive and complete
bibliography on this matter and confine ourselves to the following remarks.
We mention the work of Scott ([Sc]), who uses inverse limit constructions for solving domain
equations. Our method of generalizing metric notions in terms of category-theoretical notions
shows a clear analogy to the work D. Lehmann ([Le]) did in the context of partial orderings. Our
work is also related to the general method of solving reflexive equations of Smyth and Plotkin
([SP]). In the terminology used there, we show that our category e is w-complete in the limited
sense, that all converging towers have direct limits. Further we show that a certain type of wcontinuous functors (called contracting) has a fixed point. (Without having investigated the precise relationship, we also mention here the anology between their notion of an 0-category, and
the fact that in our category e the hom-sets are complete metric spaces.)
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